Exercise #2 -- Part B ★★

Assume the following definitions have been entered:

```
(define (f a b)
  (beside (clockwise a) b))
(define (g a b)
  (beside (clockwise b) a))
(define (h a b) (beside (clockwise a) a))
(define (j a) (beside (clockwise a) a))
(define (s y z) (text-join z "z" y))
(define rick "rick")
(define morty "Morty!")
```

... then write out the following steps (in the same manner as in Question #1). EXCEPT if a particular part of the step produces an error then write "error" (you may also write down the full error message).

```
(step (f (triangle 10) (oval 9 16)))
```

```
(step (g △ 0))
```

```
(step (h △ 0))
```

```
(step (j △ 0))
```

```
(step (h △))
```

```
(step (j △))
```

```
(step (s rick morty))
```

```
(step (+ (text-length (s rick morty)) 500))
```